RWU Resolution in Support of a “Green New Deal”

Whereas, the people of the world are facing a climate emergency, with poor and working people bound to be the ones most seriously impacted by such a crisis; and

Whereas, to confront this crisis, we need a mobilization that puts millions to work building the windmills, solar collectors, grids, transportation network, and other tools needed to convert to a clean energy economy; and

Whereas: the production of equipment and construction of infrastructure for the new climate-safe economy under such a Green New Deal has the potential to provide manufacturing, construction, and transportation jobs for millions of workers at good wages and benefits; and

Whereas, in addition to a jobs guarantee providing wages that will lift workers out of poverty, a Green New Deal promises to include basic income programs and universal health care for those who are not in the workforce; and

Whereas, a Green New Deal could help rebuild the U.S. labor movement by guaranteeing the right to organize, bargain collectively, engage in concerted action and retain basic Constitutional rights on the job for all workers; and

Whereas, a Green New Deal embodies the common interests of all working people in climate protection, jobs for all and greater equality, addressing the legacy of race, gender, and other forms of discrimination and injustice, expressing human values that recognize the equal worth and common fate of all people; and

Whereas, public opinion polling reveals that the programs of the Green New Deal are extraordinarily popular, showing that over half of voting-eligible adults said they would be more likely to support a candidate running on a Green Jobs Guarantee; and

Whereas, the original New Deal coalition brought together diverse constituencies including labor, African Americans, city dwellers and farmers; likewise, a Green New Deal could provide the basis for a broad, long-lasting coalition that can move society in a progressive direction to the benefit working people; and

Whereas, labor and environmentalists have too often been at loggerheads, undermining both the protection of the environment and workers’ living standards; and

Whereas, a Green New Deal could become a common program, unifying the environmental and labor movements, by making climate protection the way to provide good jobs for all, putting an end to the phony conflict between “jobs and the environment”; and

Whereas, the demand for labor created by the transition to a fossil-free economy, combined with the Climate Jobs Guarantee, could set a new floor for wages and benefits that all employers will need to exceed if they wish to sustain a workforce; and

Whereas, a greatly expanded, efficient, clean, sustainable rail transportation network for the transport of both freight and passengers has the potential to be at the core of any such Green New Deal program;

Therefore, be it Resolved that Railroad Workers United support the passage of a Green New Deal by Congress, to be signed into law by the President of the United States; and

Be it Further Resolved that RWU mobilize its members, supporters, and allies at the local, state and national level to back such a Green New Deal.
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